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Abstract: Pectus excavatum (PE) is the most common deformity of the chest wall and is characterized
by the posterior depression of the sternum and the lower costal cartilages. To date, the etiology
of PE in humans remains enigmatic. Several etiologic hypotheses have been proposed over the
past two centuries. However, most of them have been scientifically dismissed and now have only
historic value. In this systematic review, we assess scientific publications of the past two centuries
addressing the issue of the origin of PE in humans. We present and discuss the histologic, genetic,
biomechanical, and experimental scientific achievements that contributed to the clarification of its
etiology and pathogenesis. With no clear consensus over the exact mechanism, most recent studies
agree that the primordial defect leading the deformation of the anterior chest wall in PE is related to
the costal hyaline cartilage structure and function. Further studies on this subject must be carried
out. Genetic studies seem to be the most promising way to understand the exact mechanism of PE’s
origin and pathogenesis.
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1. Introduction

Pectus excavatum (PE) is the most common deformity of the chest wall and is char-
acterized by the posterior depression of the sternum and the lower costal cartilages [1].
By limiting the intrathoracic space and displacing some of the intrathoracic organs from
their natural position, the deformity may have consequences over the normal function of
the cardiac or respiratory system [2]. PE may also be the cause of significant psychological
distress for these patients [1,2]. Surgery remains the main therapeutic treatment of PE with
more than 50 different surgical techniques performed in the past century [3–5]. To date,
the etiopathogenesis of PE is not fully understood. Several etiologic hypotheses have been
proposed in the past two centuries. However, most of them were scientifically dismissed
and now have only historic value. With no clear consensus over the exact mechanism,
most of the contemporary studies indicate that the origin of the disease is to be found in an
ultrastructural disorder of the costal cartilage [6]. The main question is how these cartilage
disturbances lead to the inward bending of the anterior chest wall. Some authors advocate
for the overgrowing of the costal cartilages, while others reject this hypothesis and are
in favor of a low cartilage structural strength [1,4]. There are also etiologic hypotheses
once considered obsolete and now being reconsidered, at least in part. We conducted
a systematic search of the scientific literature of the past two centuries for publications
addressing the issue of the etiopathogenesis of PE. In various online libraries and databases,
we found approximately 100 publications addressing this matter. In this systematic review,
we summarize and assess the main achievements to date in understanding the origin of
PE in humans. We present and discuss this subject from histologic, genetic, anatomic, and
biomechanical perspectives.
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2. The Historic Perspective

Pectus-like deformities were identified in skeletons from 10th century graves excavated
in Budapest [7]. Bauhinus made the first written description of the deformity in the 16th
century [8]. Several case series and case reports were published during the 19th century [2].
Most of the early etiology hypotheses dating from this period were based on the direct
observation of individual cases. Eggel (1870) presumed in his report that the reason for the
deformity was a weakness and an abnormal flexibility of the sternum caused by nutritional
disturbance or by developmental failure [9]. Langer and Zuckerkandel (1880) believed that
the chest deformity was due to an intrauterine compression of the chin [10]. Flesch (1873)
and then Hagmann (1888) were the first to believe that the overgrowth of the ribs might be
responsible for the depression of the sternum [11,12].

At the beginning of the 20th century, the first surgical procedures were performed.
Meyer in 1911 removed the second and third deformed costal cartilages on the right side
and analyzed microscopically the removed cartilage [13]. He identified an unspecific
degeneration but did not link the histological findings with the pathogenesis of PE [13].
There were several other etiologic hypotheses during the era, including the sternum remain-
ing in an embryonic position, syphilis, sequels after mediastinitis, upper airway obstruction,
trauma, and occupational habits, but none of them received full support from the scien-
tific community [14,15]. Rickets was suggested as a possible cause by Kelly in 1929 [16].
However, later studies disproved this hypothesis, as PE patients did not reveal any clinical
or paraclinical cardinal signs of rickets [17,18]. The first association between PE and colla-
gen diseases was made by Curschmann, in 1936, when reporting a case of arachnodactyly,
pectus excavatum, and ectopic lenses [19].

The prevailing etiologic hypothesis of the first half of the 20th century was that of the
excessive diaphragmatic traction causing the posterior displacement of the sternum [20].
Lincoln Brown postulated this hypothesis and presented a surgical procedure to release
the diaphragm from its sternal attachments [21,22]. He based his hypothesis on the obser-
vations of Bauhinus, who first suggested that depression of the sternum was caused by a
shortened diaphragm [21]. Brown (1951) linked the excessive diaphragmatic pulling to a
neuromuscular imbalance and muscle hyperactivity, a process similar to the pylorospasm
in infancy [17]. This hypothesis was further developed by Brodkin (1951), who presumed
that a thorax with a chondrosternal deformity is associated with an abnormally developed
diaphragm, particularly the anterior portion that develops from the septum transver-
sum [23,24]. The anterior portion is deficient and tendinous, and, in small children and
infants with a more elastic, mobile anterior chest wall, the contraction of such an abnormal
diaphragm will pull back the chest wall [23]. According to Jackson et al. [25], there is an
imbalance between the traction of the pectoralis muscle and the diaphragm, with carinatum
deformity occurring when there are spastic or overstimulated pectoral muscles, and the fun-
nel chest where weak muscles permit the stronger diaphragm to “overpower” the pectoral
groups and induce the excavatum deformity [25]. This concept of a diaphragmatic origin
for chest wall deformities persisted for several decades and received support from many
notable surgeons of the period, including Mark Ravitch and Charles Lester [26,27]. By the
mid-1950s, many surgeons noted that there were some inconsistencies with the diaphrag-
matic hypothesis. In most cases, the point of maximal sternal depression is more cranial
than the insertion of the diaphragm, and there is no visible diaphragmatic ligament [28,29].
Furthermore, the surgical detachment of the anterior diaphragmatic insertion, the Brown
procedure, did not correct the pectus deformity [29–31]. Finally, Mullard (1967) pleaded
strongly against the diaphragmatic hypothesis by arguing that the traction force of the
diaphragm was too mild to depress a normal structured thoracic wall, that the deformity
is dynamic and not congenital, and that, if there were a contracted, fixed diaphragm, the
hearth could not be displaced [32]. He pleaded in favor of the defect of the costal cartilage
as the primarily etiologic factor for PE, suggesting that there was a growing disturbance
affecting the normal structure and function of the costosternal junction [32].
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The methods of surgical correction of PE were influenced by the etiopathogenic
concepts of their time. Meyer, then Sauerbruch, were the first to report successful surgical
repair of PE [13,33]. Brown, a partisan of the excessive diaphragmatic traction hypothesis,
performed surgical detachment of the diaphragm muscle from its sternal attachments [20].
However, his surgical procedure proved to be ineffective and was abandoned [29–31].
In 1949, Mark Ravitch presented his surgical technique of correction of PE. The procedure
consisted in bilateral excision of the costal cartilages, sternal osteotomy, and relocation of
the sternum in the correct position. The procedure was performed through an anterior
thoracic midline incision [26]. Even though Ravitch agreed with diaphragmatic etiologic
theory, his procedure gained wide support and was, for almost 50 years, the main surgical
procedure for PE correction. Numerous improvements and variation of the technique were
developed (Table 1). A revolution in the surgical treatment of PE happen in 1998, when
Donald Nuss reported his technique of minimal invasive repair of PE (MIRPE). MIRPE was
revolutionary for the time because it involved thoracoscopic approach, minimal incisions,
and no cartilage resection or sternal osteotomy. Based on the costal cartilage overgrowth
hypothesis, the principle of the technique is the forced correction of the chest wall deformity
by means of a convex steel bar introduced beneath the sternum [34]. The functional and
esthetic results of this procedure are excellent and MIRPE is, nowadays, the main surgical
procedure for correction of PE worldwide [4]. A procedure mainly preferred by plastic
surgeons is the silicon implant procedure [35]. The defect is filled with a custom-prepared
silicone implant [35]. There are also some additional options for correction of PE that
did not reached wide acceptation: sternal turnover, elastic correction, or implants of
magnets (Table 1).

Table 1. Main surgical procedures for the correction of Pectus Excavatum.

Author Surgical Procedure Etiological Hypothesis Fate

Meyer 1911 [13] First successful repair of PE
Unilateral costal cartilage resection Costochondral origin

• Further developed into
Ravitch procedure

Brown 1940 [22] Section of the sternal diaphragmatic insertion Diaphragmatic traction • Abandoned

Ravitch 1949 [26]

Open correction
Bilateral costal cartilage resection

Sternal osteotomy
Multiple improvements

Substernal ligament
• Main surgical technique

in 20th century
• Still in use

• Rebheim: stabilization by metal blade [36]

• Welsch: preserves the perichondrium [37]

• Haller: tripod fixation [38]

• Fonkalsrud: reattachment of the divided
cartilages [39]

• Willital: trans-sternal stabilization bar [40]

Wada 1961 [41]
Sternal turnover

Complete sternal detachment Cartilage Overgrowth • Seldom, still in use
• High complication rate

Allen et al. 1979 [35]
Silicon implant

The defect is filled with a silicon implant -
• Seldom, still in use
• Purely esthetic value
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Table 1. Cont.

Author Surgical Procedure Etiological Hypothesis Fate

Nuss et al. 1998 [34]
Minimal invasive (MIRPE)
Thoracoscopic approach

No cartilage resection
Cartilage Overgrowth • Gold standard

Isakov et al. 1980 [42]
Harrison et al. 2007 [43,44]

Minimover—magnetic implant
Substernal placement of a magnet
Second magnet on external corset
Correction by magnetic attraction

Cartilage Overgrowth
• Seldom used
• Limited experience
• Poor results [45]

Weber et al. 2006 [46,47]
Elastic correction

Minimal cartilage resection
Insertion of elastic thoracic bar

Cartilage Overgrowth Limited experience

In the second half of the 20th century, the diaphragmatic hypothesis became obsolete,
and there was a paradigm shift in the etiopathogenesis of PE. Reports associating PE with
collagen diseases such as Marfan syndrome had been available since the turn of the century,
and based on this, several authors stated that a growing disturbance in the costal cartilages
was the most probable cause for PE [11,12,29,48]. The overgrowth of the costal cartilage
became the favorite etiologic hypothesis [48]. According to this hypothesis, costal cartilages
grow excessively compared with the other components of the thoracic cage, pushing
the sternum backwards or, less frequently, forwards, producing pectus carinatum [48,49].
Even though there was no direct evidence, it seemed the most probable cause for PE
based on several factors: the frequent association of PE with collagen diseases, the costal
cartilages were deformed and look longer than normal, there was no abnormal diaphragm,
and portions of the costal cartilages needed to be excised to correct the deformity [29,48,49].
This shift from the diaphragmatic hypothesis to the costal cartilage hypothesis marked the
passage into the modern era. Most of the research is now focused on finding the cartilage
disturbances that lead to the deformity of the chest wall.

3. The Histologic Perspective

The current majoritarian perspective over the ethology of PE identifies an abnormality
in the structure, function, and/or physical features of the costal cartilage as the etiologic
factor for the chest deformation. We were able to identify a limited number of studies that
assessed the structure and function of the costal cartilage in patients with PE (Table 2).

The costal cartilage is a hyaline cartilage covered by a perichondrium. Its structure
consists of a predominant intercellular matrix and chondrocytes [50]. The cells lie in groups
of two or more and are contained in cartilage lacunae within the matrix. The intercellular
matrix is made up of a fibrous component (collagen fibers, mainly type II) and a mixture
of proteoglycans (mainly agrecan) [50]. The collagens give the tissue the ability to resist
tension, while negatively charged proteoglycans attract cations (mainly Na+) and water,
providing the resistance to compression [50]. There is a close relationship between the
chondrocytes and the matrix. Chondrocytes regulate the synthesis and metabolism of the
matrix, while the matrix composition influences the activity of the cells [50]. The costal
cartilage links the ribs to the sternum, providing both stability and flexibility to the chest
wall, and are responsible for the endochondral growth of the ribs [50].
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Table 2. Findings of the histologic assessments of costal cartilage samples from humans with PE
(only direct reports of own experimental work were included).

Method Findings Literature Report

1
LM Regressive-cataplastic transformations

Geisbe et al. 1967 [51–53]BCH Increased activity of catabolic enzymes of mucopolysaccharides

2 LM Asbestiform degeneration and transformation zones Tischer et al. 1968 [54]

3

BCH
Low Zn levels

Rupprecht et al. 1987 [55]
Increased Mg and Ca

EM
Presence of vascular channels

Areas of normal chondrocytes alternating with areas of degenerative chondrocytes
with long-spacing collagen

4 LM
Large acellular zones, map-like areas, unmasked chondrin fibers, and “marrow”

cavities. Kuritsyn et al. 1987 [56]
Signs of early aging

5 LM Chondrocytes increases within the single chondrons Rupprecht et al. 1989 [57]

6 BCH
Mutation in the N-terminal region of alpha 1 chain of collagen I Sokolov et al. 1989 [58]Decreased stability of collagen II

7 BCH
Deteriorations in the structure of collagen I, resulting in a lower stability of collagen II

Sokolov et al. 1990 [59]Similar findings in a patient with Ehlers-Danlos syndrome and PE

8 BCH
Increased content of collagen

Tsvetkova et al. 1988 [60]Decreased content of immobilized water
Premature aging of the cartilages

9 BCH
Synthesis of collagen was lower in skin fibroblasts of patients with PE

Tsvetkova et al. 1990 [61]PE is a connective tissue disease

10 BCH
High levels of pyridinoline

Prozorovskaya et al. 1991 [62]Modified soluble/insoluble collagen ratio
Increased percentage of endogenous collagenolysis compared to controls

11 CHG Normal hydroxylysylpyridinoline and lysylpyridinoline crosslinks in PE patients
(abnormal in Ehlers–Danlos and Marfan) Borisova et al. 1993 [63,64]

12

LM
Unremarkable cellularity

Feng et al. 2001 [65]

Unequal and patchy staining

BCH
Decreased biomechanical stability of the cartilage

Diminished strength at tension, compression, and flexure

EM Collagen fibrils distributed unequally and arranged irregularly in deep zones of the
cartilage

13 LM Disturbances in endochondral ossification and a growth of costal cartilage Serafin et al. 2013 [66]

14 LM Greater cellularity, more variable cellular distribution, larger vessel clusters, and more
frequent myxoid matrix degeneration and focal necrosis Fokin et al. 2009 [67]

15 LM

Unremarkable chondrocytes

David et al. 2011 [68]Unremarkable collagen fibers
PE cartilages have a lower content of strongly sulfated mucopolysaccharides,

indicating an immature pattern

16

LM Great morphologic and morphometric variability of the cartilage

Tocchioni et al. 2013 [69]
LM PE cartilage are almost exclusively alcianophilic
ICH No differences between control and PE
EM No specific findings for PE

17 LM
Decreased number of cartilage lacunae in PE

Kurkov et al. 2018 [70]Decreased number of cartilage channels

18

LM
Amianthoid transformation present in both PE and normal cartilages

Kurkov et al. 2021 [71]
Amianthoid fibers are thicker collagen II fibers

ICH Type II collagen present, I and III absent, no differences between PE, PC, and normal

EM
Thicker matrix fibers in PE samples

Higher incidence of amianthoid transformation areas in PE and PC

LM: Light microscopy; EM: Electron microscopy; BCH: Biochemistry; CHG: Chromatography; ICH: Immunohis-
tochemistry.

Geisbe et al. (1967) were the first to publish, in the late 1960s, the results of a histo-
logic analysis of the costal cartilages removed from patients with PE during corrective
surgery [51]. Their findings were suggestive of premature aging, namely, the disturbance of
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costal cartilages [51]. However, they were not able to link the cartilage disturbances to the
deformation of the chest wall. Moreover, there was the question of whether these cartilage
disturbances were due to a primary, specific, metabolic defect in the cartilage cell or a result
of incorrect loading of the tissue [51–53].

The cellular component of the costal cartilages is, in most of the recent studies, un-
remarkable. Some of the early studies reported quantitative and qualitative disturbances
of the chondrocytes: aging-like modifications, an increased number in a single chondron,
or large acellular areas inside the cartilage [54,56,57,72]. However, most of these studies
were conducted in the 1980s and early 1990s, lacking proper control groups and modern
assessment methods. Recently, Kurkov et al. (2018) revealed that, even though the structure
of costal cartilage is fundamentally identical in PE and controls, hypolacunar zones are
more common, and hyperlacunar zones are less common in PE and PC than in control
groups [70]. According to Tocchioni et al. (2013), the structural modification of the cartilage,
including the chondrocytes, suggest that the costal cartilage undergoes a morphological
stabilization after deformation rather than being a primarily cause for the deformity [69].
Indeed, the different distribution of the lacunae found by Kurkov et al. (2018) is more
likely caused by the asymmetric loading of the deformed costal cartilages. Most of the
recent reports proved that there are no significant numerical or structural differences in the
chondrocytes between PE and controls [63,66–68]. This does not necessarily mean that the
cellular content of the costal cartilages does not play a role in the pathogenesis of the chest
wall deformities.

Almost all histologic studies to date revealed disturbances in the composition and
structure of the extracellular matrix of costal cartilages in patients with PE. It seems like
the structure of the collagen II fibers is perturbed, so it decreases its stability and structural
strength [58]. Sokolov et al. (1989) identified an increased number of unstabilized N-
terminal ends of collagen I fibers conducive to a decreased stability in the collagen network
within the costal cartilages [58]. Moreover, the collagen II fibers are unequally distributed
within the deep zones of the costal cartilage [65]. This fact might have major significance for
the pathogeny of PE since the collagen fibers (collagen II in particular) are the components
of the cartilage responsible for the strength, physical integrity, and stability of the cartilage
structures [50]. Indeed, Feng et al. (2001) confirmed that costal cartilages removed from
children with PE during surgical repair exhibit reduced physical strength when submitted
to mechanical stress (tension, compression, and flexure) [65]. Kulik et al. (2013), citing
Borisova et al. (1993), stated that there is a serious violation of the post-translational
modification of the collagen network in PE [6,63,64]. This assumption is based on the fact
that there is a decrease in the urinary excretion of some collagen degradation products
(oxyproline-containing peptides and free oxyproline). According to this group, there is a
qualitative, non-quantitative defect in the collagen content of the costal cartilages in PE [6].

There is a direct correlation between the biomechanical proprieties of the cartilage
and the water and ionic content [50]. The negatively charged proteoglycans trapped
in the extracellular matrix between the collagen fibers attract water and cations. This
causes them to swell, increasing the tension within the collagen network until equilibrium
is reached. This gives the cartilage stability and resistance to compression forces [73].
While some studies did not reveal significant modifications in the glycosaminoglycans and
proteoglycans contained in the costal cartilage matrix in patients with PE [65,69], others [68]
found decreases in the degree of sulfation in these glycosaminoglycans. They assumed that
this might be the reason for the decrease in the absorption capacity of water and, hence,
the deterioration of the mechanical characteristics of the costal cartilage [68]. A decreased
volume of immobilized water and perturbation of the oligoelement content were noticed
in samples of costal cartilages from PE patients [55,60]. The content of magnesium and
calcium is increased, while zinc is reduced in PE cartilages compared to controls [55].

Summarizing this section, there is no doubt that the normal structure and function
of costal cartilages is deeply disturbed in patients with PE. There is wide variability in
findings depending on the cartilage component analyzed or the method used. It is also
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not clear which disturbances are primary and which are consecutive to the deformation
of the chest wall. While some researchers believe that the cause of PE is based on a
hyperplastic growth of the costal cartilage [67], others believe that the degradation of the
biomechanical properties of costal cartilage is responsible for the deformation of the chest
wall [65]. However, it is not mandatory that the two hypotheses are mutually exclusive;
both abnormal growth and disturbed biomechanical proprieties might play a role in the
deformation of costal cartilages in PE.

Unfortunately, there is a severe limitation for future histologic studies involving
costal cartilages from patients with PE. Since minimal invasive repair of pectus excavatum
(MIRPE) is now the prevalent surgical procedure used for the correction of PE, open
correction of PE, which involves costal cartilage surgical excision, from which samples for
histologic analysis are available, is now rare [4,26]. This means that large cohort histologic
studies are no longer available.

4. The Genetic Perspective

Coulson was the first to suggest in 1820 the implication of genetic factors in the
etiology of PE [74]. He reported a family of three brothers with PE. Sainsbury reported
a family where PE occurred in lineal descent through four generations, also suggesting
an autosomal dominant inheritance [75]. Several other reports of familial-type PE were
published during the 19th and early 20th century [76–79]. However, the exact pathway
of inheritance is yet to be discovered. With the purpose to identify the inheritance of this
disease, Creswick et al. (2006) analyzed the pedigree of 34 families in which PE was present
in two or more members [80]. His results were divergent and inconclusive, while autosomal
dominant inheritance was suggested in 14 families, autosomal recessive inheritance was
suggested in 4, and X-linked recessive inheritance was suggested in 6, and 10 families had
more complex inheritance patterns [80]. Moreover, most of the cases of PE were sporadic,
and family aggregation could be identified only in 45% of the cases [81]. Horth et al. (2012)
assessed the pedigrees and clinical features of 116 individuals from 56 families [82]. They
found strong evidence of autosomal recessive, genetic control for PE and that regions of
Chromosomes 5, 15, and 17 are relevant for linkage mapping [82]. This is consistent with
the histologic studies revealing alterations of the structure of the costal cartilage in patients
with PE because the genes affecting cartilage (including fibrillin and agrecan) are also found
on these chromosomes [82]. Other inheritance mechanisms, e.g., X-linked and autosomal
dominant, could not be excluded but were limited by a small number of cases, and the
autosomal recessive mechanism could be superposed in these cases [82].

A significant observation was made when PE was linked to known genetic diseases,
mainly those that involved connective tissue disorders [83]. In Marfan syndrome, a pri-
mary hereditary connective tissue disorder, PE is considered a clinical manifestation of the
inherited fibrillin-1 deficiency [84,85]. PE and PE-like deformities could also be associated
with more than 27 genetic conditions, such as Ehler–Danlos syndrome, Noonan syndrome,
Poland syndrome, and Holt–Oram syndrome [83,86–89]. The etiology of Poland syndrome
is related to an abnormality in the development of one of the subclavian arteries during the
embryogenesis leading to hypo-perfusion and ischemia on the affected side [90]. Unlike
this genetic disease, most of the PE cases are non-syndromic, meaning that the exact pat-
tern of inheritance is more likely to be complex and multifactorial [81,83]. The common
characteristics of the majority of these genetic disorders is that they all involve, to certain
degrees, a faulty synthesis or structure of collagen [91]. Historically, this fact was signif-
icant in deciphering the origin of PE in humans, because it indicates the costal cartilage
as the starting point of the disease. However, in this context, identifying the faulty gene
or genes involved in the origin of PE is difficult. Gurnett et al. (2009) identified a locus
on Chromosome 18q12.1–q12.2 that is most likely responsible for the autosomal dominant
inheritance in a family with an increased frequency of PE and adolescent idiopathic scolio-
sis [92]. However, the identified linkage region on Chromosome 18q contains more than
30 genes, and they were not able to isolate any causative mutation [92].
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Recently, a mouse model of PE associated with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS)
was obtained by genetically deleting G protein-coupled receptor 126 (Gpr126) in carti-
lage [93]. Gpr126 is a member of the adhesion G protein-coupled receptors family and
is widely expressed on stromal cells [94]. Gpr126 was shown to bind collagen IV and
laminin-211, promoting cyclic adenosine monophosphate, and has been identified in ge-
nomic regions associated with adult height, more specially trunk height [95,96]. This is
interesting because the association of PE with scoliosis and a tall, thin stature (marfanoid
type) is well documented in humans [1,4]. Moreover, in the animal model of PE and
AIS developed by Karner et al. (2015), the deformation of both the vertebral column and
the sternum occurred in mice during rapid growth prior to sexual maturity [93]. This is
also consistent with the natural occurrence and progression of PE in humans, where the
deformity of the chest wall progresses significantly during the preadolescence growth
spurt [1,2,4]. The exact mechanism on which Gpr126 acts to induce the deformation of the
chest wall is yet to be discovered. The authors proposed a link between Gpr126 and Gal3st4,
where Gpr126 deficiency results in the upregulation of Gal3st4 gene [90]. GAL3ST4 encodes
galactose-3-O-sulfotransferase 4, an enzyme responsible for catalyzing the C-3 sulfation
of galactoses in O-linked glycoproteins [97]. Wu et al. [98] identified the mutation of the
GAL3ST4 gene in a four-generation family with PE that showed dominant inheritance.
Alteration in the cartilage proteoglycan sulfation pattern is a major factor for reduced
cartilage strength and instability [99], and, coincidently or not, the sulfation pattern of the
proteoglycans in the costal cartilages of the patients with PE was found to be faulty [68].

Tong et al. (2020) performed a whole-exome sequencing in a family with four genera-
tions of dominant inherited PE and identified a heterozygous stop-gain variant mutation
in the tubulointerstitial nephritis antigen gene (TINAG) [100]. The mutation was identified
only in PE patients and was not found in the healthy members of the family [100]. TINAG
is a protein-coding gene coding a basement membrane glycoprotein initially identified
as a target of antibodies in some forms of immunologically mediated tubulointerstitial
nephritis [101]. Diseases associated with TINAG include membranous nephropathy and
interstitial nephritis, and the gene was found to be associated with cell adhesion and
formation of the extracellular matrix [101,102]. The mutation of TINAG was influential on
normal cell development, in vitro cell proliferation being significantly inhibited compared
to control cells [100]. However, a direct link between TINAG and PE deformation of the
chest wall could not be demonstrated.

In summary, there is strong evidence that PE has a strong genetic component. The dis-
ease may be inherited in up to 45% of cases and is most likely subject to an autosomal reces-
sive inheritance mechanism [82,83]. The PE may be syndromic, and more than 27 genetic
conditions could be associated with PE-type deformities of the chest wall. However, most
of the cases of PE are non-syndromic [83]. The most recent studies suggest that there is
no single genic or chromosomal defect responsible for PE and that the disease etiology is
most likely multifactorial. Abnormalities of Chromosomes 5, 15, 17, and 18 were related to
PE [82,83]. The GAL3ST4 gene and the TINAG gene were found to be mutated in patients
with PE, and the deletion of the Gpr126 gene leads to PE and AIS in mouse models [93].
Nevertheless, genetic aspects of PE are consistent with the histologic aspects, meaning that
both indicate that the causes of the PE in humans is related to the normal structure and
function of the costal cartilages.

5. The Anatomopathological and Biomechanical Perspectives

According to Schamberger, PE is present at birth in many cases [3,103]. However,
deformity of the chest wall does not significantly progress during early childhood and
causes little or no concern [1,3,4]. The age of presentation is more common after the age
of 10, when the chest usually exhibits a relatively sudden depression [4]. In most cases,
the deformity of the chest wall progresses quite rapidly during the pre-pubertal growth
spurt [4]. Moreover, after the age of 16, when skeletal growth has nearly or completely
stopped, the progression of the deformation of the chest wall stops as well [1–4,81,104].
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On the other hand, most children with PE are tall for their age, thin, and often have a
kyphotic posture, the so-called Marfanoid phenotype [104]. Notable for the etiology of the
disease is the fact that several other syndromic or non-syndromic anomalies involving the
hyaline cartilages are often found in patients with PE: scoliosis, congenital hip dysplasia
and dislocation, congenital foot anomalies, Marfan syndrome, Ehlers–Danslos, Noonan,
and neurofibromatosis [105]. This means that PE is more of a progressive deformity than a
congenital one and that the sternal depression is related to the growth of the thoracic cage.

The morphologic features of the chest wall deformity may be indicative of the origin
of the disease. In typical cases of PE, the depression of the anterior chest wall most
often includes the lower sternum and the adjacent costal cartilage [1]. The sternum is
angulated posteriorly, just below the second costal cartilage insertion [106]. The lower
costal cartilages, and sometimes the anterior part of the bony rib itself as well, follow the
sternal bending and are also deformed, angulated towards the posterior (Figure 1) [106].
The defect may be narrow and focal, the so-called “cup-shaped” PE, or may be wide, the
“saucer-shape” PE [1]. The severity of the depression is variable, from mild and barely
visible to a severe and deep depression of the sternum, and it usually correlates with the
age of the patients [1,3,4]. The chest wall deformity can be either symmetric or asymmetric.
It is more often asymmetric, with the sternum rotated more frequently towards the right
side [67].
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Figure 1. 3D reconstruction of the CT images of the typical case of PE. Notice the posterior angulation
of the lower part of the sternum and the adjacent costal cartilages. The deformation is symmetric.

Besides these morphologic features, several anatomic and physiologic factors have
to be considered as well, in relation to the etiopathogenesis of PE: almost 75% of the
longitudinal growth of a rib takes place at the sternal end, by endochondral bone formation
from the costal cartilages [107]; the length of the rib arches and, among the adjacent costal
cartilages, increases progressively from Ribs 1 to 7; there is an age-related growing pattern
in the rib cage and there is a correlation with the number of cells at the costochondral
junction in children [14]. These facts together lead to the conclusion that the perturbed
growth of the lower costal cartilages is probably related to the depression of the sternum
in PE patients [1,3,4]. This was the basis for the costal cartilage overgrowth etiology
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hypothesis [1]. However, the overgrowth hypothesis could not be clearly demonstrated.
Besides the histologic and genetic studies, there are several imagistic studies assessing the
morphology of the rib cage in relation to the origin of PE in humans. It seemed logical for
several authors that, if the excessive growth of the costal cartilages is the cause of sternal
depression, then the incriminated costal cartilages must be longer than normal [108–114].
However, the results of these studies are rather divergent. Nakaoka et al. (2009) found
that the ribs and costal cartilages on the side with a more severe depression are shorter
or equal than those on the opposite side in asymmetric PE [106]. When comparing the
lengths of the costal cartilages on CT images of PE to normal, Nakaoka et al. (2010),
David et al. (2016), and Karakilic et al. (2018) found that there are no differences [109–111].
Besides this, Karakilic et al. (2018) found no significant correlation between the length
of the costal cartilages and the severity of the PE, evaluated by the Haller index [111].
Moreover, Eisinger et al. (2019) found shorter than normal costal cartilages in patients with
PE [112]. On the opposite side, Park et al. (2015) and Kondo et al. (2020) found longer
than normal costal cartilages in PE patients [113,114]. Without saying which author is
right, the current available scientific knowledge on this matter indicates that the costal
cartilage overgrowth hypothesis remains controversial and that there is no clear scientific
information to support it.

Recent studies hypothesize that the inward deformation of the anterior thoracic in PE may
happen due to the growth disturbance of the sternum [115–117]. Both Haje et al. (1999, 2021)
and Lee at al. (2017), assessed the shape of the sternum in patients with chest wall deformities
versus normal [115–117]. They observed that the sternum in patients with PE reveal abnormal
shape, posterior curvature, torsion, and sometimes relatively sudden angulation [117]. Based
on these findings, they concluded that the developmental disturbances of the sternum might
play a role in the etiopathogenesis of chest wall deformities, including PE [115–117]. They and
advocated for further histologic studies of the sternal growth plates [117].

6. Experimental Studies and Animal Models of Pectus Excavatum

We were able to identify only a few experimental studies on the etiopathogenesis of PE.
Geisbe et al. (1967) conducted an experimental study in which the costal cartilages of young
dogs were surgically weakened. Consequently, a funnel-like deformity was induced at the
weakened segment of the anterior chest wall [51]. The suggested mechanism, backed up by
Mullard (1967) as well, is that a structural insufficient anterior thoracic wall collapse is due
to intra-thoracic aspirating forces [32,51]. Three decades later, Feng et al. (2001) confirmed
that there is an alteration in the physical strength of the costal cartilages in patients with
PE [65].

Recently, animal experimental models of PE were developed [118,119]. Wang et al. (2017)
induced PE-like deformity in rabbits by removing a segment of the fifth, sixth, and seventh
costal cartilages in rabbits. Subsequently, a gradual depression of the sternum in a PE-like
deformity was revealed [118]. David et al. (2020) produced, using a similar mechanism, a rat
animal model of PE [119]. Both of these animal models confirmed that, by weakening the costal
cartilages, the anterior chest wall collapses in a PE-like deformity [118,119]. Moreover, a more
recent study by David et al. (2022) investigated whether the overgrowth of costal cartilages
induce the PE-like deformation in an animal model [120]. They induced the overgrowth of the
last three costal cartilages by locally administering IGF1 in rats and observed that, even when
the costal cartilages exhibit excessive growth, PE-like deformation of the chest wall did not
occur [120]. This is a direct confirmation that the overgrowth etiologic hypothesis for PE is
not to be fully trusted and that there must be a more complex explanation for the occurrence
of PE in humans [120].

The study of Karner et al. (2015), who obtained an animal model of PE in mice, is
worth mentioning again in this section [93]. In addition to the identification of Gpr126
involvement in the etiopathogenesis of PE, their animal model may open new doors into
PE-related experimental research [93].
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Even though there are only a few experimental studies, their results seem to point in the
same direction. The structural strength of the costal cartilages, meaning the weakness of the
costal cartilages, is directly related to the PE deformation of the chest wall [50,93,118,119].
The overgrowth of the costal cartilages alone cannot explain the deformation of the chest
wall in PE patients [120].

7. Overview of the Current Concepts Regarding the Etiopathogenesis of
Pectus Excavatum

In the past several decades, significant progress has been made in deciphering the
circumstances in which PE deformity in the chest wall occurs in humans. Most specialists
now agree on certain aspects, while other aspects remain controversial (Table 3).

Table 3. Overview of the current facts involved in the etiopathogenesis of PE.

Agreed Upon

The disease may be present at birth, but it has an uneven progression through life.

Rapid progression of the deformity occurs during the prepubertal growth spurt, while the deformation
becomes stable in adulthood, suggesting a direct linkage between skeletal growth and PE.

Familial aggregation of PE.

Most PE is non-syndromic.

PE is frequently associated with several genetic syndromes that involve defects of the hyaline cartilage.

The structure and the physical proprieties of the costal cartilages in patients with PE are severely disturbed.

The diaphragm muscle, excessive traction, or fibrous bands are not involved in the etiopathogenesis of PE.

There is no relation between the metabolism of vitamin D and PE, meaning that rickets are not responsible for
PE deformation.

Controversial

The results of the histologic studies are disparate and sometimes in contradiction with each other, with respect
to the different eras and different methods of investigation.

Structural weakness in the costal cartilages causes the collapse of the anterior chest wall, meaning that such
weakness is an etiologic factor of PE.

Overgrowing lower costal cartilages grow excessively and push the sternum backwards, meaning that such
overgrowth is the etiologic factor of PE.

The mechanisms of inheritance include autosomal recessive (most likely), autosomal dominant, and X-linked.

The genetic defect leading to the PE deformation is related to Chromosomal 5, 15, 17, or 18.

The shape and length of the costal cartilages are different among PE versus normal subjects.

Summarizing these concepts, it may be stated that PE is a disease that is most likely
inherited and that the underlying defect leading to the depression of the sternum is present
at birth. However, this defect manifests itself later in life, usually during the period of rapid
skeletal growth. The primordial defect leading the deformation of the anterior chest wall
is related to the costal hyaline cartilage structure and function. In regard to this, there are
two main currents: the overgrowth of the costal cartilage hypothesis, and the hypothesis
of the chest wall collapse due to the weak costal cartilage. Even though recent histologic,
imagistic, and experimental studies point to this last-mentioned hypothesis, it has not been
fully demonstrated. There is most likely an intricate mechanism by which a faulty growing
pattern and altered physical features of the costal cartilages work in conjunction to induce
PE deformation of the chest wall.
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